
 
 
"If the Past Teaches, what does the Future Learn?" 
 
IHOPE’s pivot to the future will be on display in Uppsala on Monday 22nd August 2016, the 
day before LAC2016 begins.  LAC participants are welcome to attend (for free!), but must 
register in advance via the LAC conference registration portal. 
 
There will be two sessions during this day-long event, focusing on the future and on 
collaboration with stakeholders, and ending with a round table "If the Past Teaches, what 
does the Future Learn?" in collaboration with LAC2016.  The two sessions will be on the 
DONOP project (morning), and Water Management & Food Security (afternoon). 
 
Key speakers will include Professor Tom McGovern, Professor Paul Sinclair and Professor 
Carole Crumley. 
 
Distributed Observing Network of the Past (DONOP) As organizations and communities 
have mobilized to respond to climate change, two intertwined concerns have energized 
scholars and citizens and form the basis for this IHOPE Theme: 1. Loss of key elements of 
cultural heritage, both major historic sites of established great social and economic value to 
local and global communities and previously unknown sites often undocumented before 
becoming exposed and rapidly damaged by environmental change. 2. Loss of the rich 
environmental and cultural record represented by sites with rich organic preservation that 
are now being mobilized as a “distributed long term observing network of the past”. 
 
In the session Water Management and Food Security, IHOPE researchers offer a transect of 
examples from Europe to southern Africa in which deep time analyses of landscapes, 
settlement systems, and water are related to predicted shortages.  The intention is to 
generate insights for future scenarios to deal with the critical food and water challenges 
facing the continent.  Examples of past water harvesting, storage, distribution and use from 
different regions in Africa and elsewhere will be compared and contrasted in terms of their 
potential contributions to the future. 
 
The early evening Roundtable will be followed by a joint IHOPE-LAC2016 wine reception in 
the Orangery in the University Botanical Gardens. 


